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Abstract

To study AF from surface ECG, atrial activity (AA) and
ventricular activity (AV) have to be separated. One solution consist of applying blind signal separation (BSS),
which is able to use the multi-lead information provided by
the ECG to obtain a unified AA [4]. Considering that the
relation between surface and epicardial atrial waveforms
is of clinical interest for non-invasive assessment of electrical remodeling in AF [5, 6], it has to be demonstrated
clinically if the result obtained via the BSS-based AA estimation methodology is able to offer the same (or similar)
information than that provided by atrial epicardial recordings. The present work is focused on clinically assess
the similarity and equivalence of both informations and, as
a consequence, validate the BSS estimation methodology
that, obviously, present the great advantage of being a noninvasive procedure, in contrast with epicardial recordings.

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is one of the most common complication of cardiothoracic surgery affecting from 30% up
to 60% of the patients. In this study 15 patients undergoing
cardiac surgery, that developed postoperative atrial fibrillation, were selected to assess if the information available
in epicardial recordings can be recovered with the only use
of body surface recordings. Surface ECGs were processed
by independent component analysis (ICA) to extract a unified surface atrial activity (AA) that takes into account the
atrial contribution of each lead. Next, the estimated AA
has been compared with epicardial recordings, the spectral cross-correlation being 85.34±11.08% (range 60.57–
97.31) and the average spectral coherence 70.10±9.46%
(range 54.92–83.95). Therefore, this study has assessed
that information provided by the surface ICA-estimated
AA is a valid and useful tool to analyze the properties of
atrial activation patterns in AF patients, thus allowing to
improve the information about atrial arrhythmias in those
patients where epicardial recordings are unavailable.

1.

2.

In this work 15 patients undergoing cardiac surgery that
developed postoperative AF were selected. For these type
of patients it is usual to attach a set of electrodes on the
heart’s surface (epicardial electrodes) during the surgery
intervention. This will allow a very precise and comfortable postoperative monitoring. Two epicardial electrodes
were placed on the right atrium free wall in order to follow
those patients that developed AF after the surgery.
For each patient, 12 lead ECGs were recorded during
several minutes. Next, one segment of 8 seconds in length
was selected for each patient trying to obtain the most significant AF characteristics and avoid patient movements
and other disturbances. The sampling frequency was 1kHz
and the resolution of the digital recording system was 16
bits, thus providing a sensibility better than 0.4µV. The 12
leads were recorded following standard procedures except
for monopolar leads V3 and V4, that were connected to the
atrial epicardial electrodes. In this way it was possible to
record simultaneously body surface and epicardial activity
with the only use of a standard 12-lead ECG system, which
is the most popular equipment in clinical cardiology.

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most commonly diagnosed
sustained arrhythmia in clinical practice [1], affecting up to
1% of the general population. Considering its prevalence
with age, this arrhythmia affects up to 15% of the population older than 70 [2]. Moreover, there exist evidence that
AF is one of the main causes of embolic events that, in 75%
of the cases, develop complications associated with cerebrovascular accidents, provoking that a patient with AF
can have twice the risk of death than a healthy person with
the same age [2]. On the other hand, AF is one of the most
common complication of cardiothoracic surgery (coronary
bypass or heart valve repair/replacement) [3], affecting up
to 60% of the patients undergoing cardiac surgery, especially in the first days after the intervention, thus increasing
morbidity and associated costs [3].
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The fact of discarding V3 and V4 from surface recordings has been motivated because AA information is
mainly present in leads II, aVF and V1 [1] and, in addition, to record 3-dimensional information of the ECG it is
preferred not to discard leads V2 and V5.
The selected segments from each ECG recording have
been normalized in amplitude, notch filtered (fn = 50Hz)
to cancel out powerline interference, high-pass filtered
(fh = 0.7Hz) to suppress base line wandering and lowpass filtered (fl = 70Hz) to reduce high frequency noise.
All the filtering operations have been performed bidirectionally to avoid phase distortion of the signals. Fig. 1 plots
the ECG recording of patient #14 where the 12 leads in AF
can be observed. Note the special particularity of leads V3
and V4 corresponding to epicardial recordings of the right
atrium.

3.
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Methods

After the aforementioned preprocessing stage, each
ECG recording has been processed with the FastICA algorithm, which is a robust and fast way of solving blind
signal separation problems [7]. Next, atrial and ventricular sources have been obtained together with other sources
that can be associated to muscular noise [4]. The use of
ICA to estimate the AA from ECG surface recordings allows to take into account the atrial contribution in every
lead to generate a unified signal estimate condensing the
AA information [4]. This procedure of extracting the AA
globally can be considered as an improvement in those situations where 12-lead ECGs are available [4, 8, 9].
Fig. 2 plots a direct comparison, for patient #14, between atrial epicardial waveforms, AAE1 and AAE2 , and
the estimated AA via ICA from surface recordings AAS .
Next, in order to compare more in depth surface and
epicardial signals, spectral analysis has been carried out
computing the power spectral density (PSD) with the use
of Welch-WOSA modified periodogram. The computations have been performed with 4096-point Hamming windowing, 50% overlapping between adjacent windows and
8192-point FFTs.
During last years it has been usual to perform AF studies making use of the AA power spectral density to analyze the main atrial frequency and its variations with time
or with drug administration [8,10,11]. The main atrial frequency is identified with the fundamental harmonic of the
arial spectrum, which is associated with the fundamental
period of the atrial signal waveform.
Through the study of the fibrillatory frequency it has
been demonstrated the possibility of extracting relevant information about the success of electric cardioversion for
AF treatment [12]. Because of that, the comparison and
estimation parameters defined in this study are focused in
the frequency domain, and more precisely, within the band
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Figure 1. Surface ECG recording of patient #14. All the
electrodes have been placed on their standard position except V3 and V4 which are connected to the right atrium.
of 0 to 20Hz, which is a wide enough margin to include all
the atrial spectral information [8, 10, 11].
The PSD has been computed both for the surface ICAestimated AA (PSS ) and epicardial recordings (PEE ). In
order to establish an additional level of comparison between surface and epicardial activities, the atrial frequency
associated to the main atrial peak has been calculated.
Fig. 3 shows an example, obtained for patient #14, of epicardial (PEE1 and PEE2 ) and surface spectra (PSS ).
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4.

The methodology described in the last section has been
applied to the database of patients and the AA has been
estimated from surface recordings and compared with epicardial recordings. After the ICA stage, atrial and ventricular components were separated and identified satisfactory in all the cases. For each patient, main atrial frequencies have been obtained both from epicardial and ICAbased surface recordings. In all the cases, a high degree of
similarity has been observed between pairs of frequencies,
thus corroborating the usefulness and validity of the study.
The obtained set of atrial frequencies had normal values,
5.45±1.27Hz (range 3.41–7.69Hz) and the difference between epicardial and surface frequencies is negligible, the
average result being 0.026±0.039Hz (range 0–0.125Hz).
With respect to the estimated AA waveform from surface recordings and ICA separation, it has been observed
its regularity and the maintenance of the fundamental period associated with the dominant atrial reentry. Of course,
this affirmation can be made thanks to the parallel observation of the epicardial recordings. However, some specifical
comments have to be made with respect to a concrete epicardial recording.
Firstly, having in mind that an epicardial recording
comes from an electrode attached directly to the atrial tissue, it will provide the AA present in that concrete point.
Therefore, if the wavefronts of a concrete reentry are unable to reach the point where the electrode is attached
to, that AA could be hidden in the recording provided by
the epicardial lead or, in other case, that reentry could be
masked by other large amplitude reentries present in the
same place and time instant. On the other hand, it is also
possible the existence of a local reentry very close to the
place where the electrode has been attached to. In this case,
local reentry will be registered by the electrode but, at the
same time, other epicardial electrodes attached to different
places could miss or mask this activity because its locality.
This fact can also be applicable to the surface ECG.
As a consequence, the signal provided by an epicardial
electrode is strongly dependent both on its placement and
on the concrete atrial depolarization pattern of that patient
and recording instant. Therefore, the epicardial signal variability could be significative. In fact, this can be observed
in Fig. 2 where the epicardial plots are monitoring the right
atrium of the same patient at the same time. Anyway, the
most usual situation will provoke the dominant reentries
to be manifested in all epicardial leads. In addition, each
lead will present its concrete and local singularities. This
fact is the explanation of the differences between epicardial waveforms in Fig. 2 and spectra in Fig. 3. Moreover,
in this latter case, the signals (AAE1 and AAE2 ) present
some ventricular contamination and, hence, it is normal to
observe additional frequency components than that present
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Figure 2. Comparison between recorded and estimated
atrial activities. Recordings AAE1 and AAE2 are from
epicardial electrodes and AAS is the ICA-based AA estimation from body surface electrodes.
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Figure 3. Normalized power spectral density (patient #14)
for atrial epicardial activities, PEE1 and PEE2 , and the
body surface estimated AA, PSS . It is also indicated the
main atrial frequency for each case.
Taking as a starting point the PSD, additional spectral parameters have been defined. The spectral crosscorrelation, |RPSS PEE |, is computed as
|RPSS PEE | =

CPSS PEE
σPSS σPSS

(1)

where CPSS PEE is the covariance of PSS and PEE , σPSS
and σPEE being the standard deviation of the PSDs, respectively. On the other hand, the spectral coherence between epicardial and surface recordings SPSS PEE has been
obtained as
SPSS PEE =

|PSE |2
PSS PEE

Results and discussion

(2)

where PSE is the cross PSD, in other words, the averaged product between surface (PS ) and epicardial (PE )
spectra, respectively. Because the result of spectral coherence is a vector, with the same number of points than
the original PSDs involved in its computation, it has been
defined an index to evaluate the spectral similarity. This
index has been obtained as the average value of the spectral coherence vector in the AA frequency band of interest
(0–20Hz). For simplicity, this index will also be called
spectral coherence from now on.
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Figure 4. Percentage of spectral cross-correlation coefficient (dark bar) and the average spectral coherence (light
bar) for the 15 patients under study.
in the surface ICA-based AA estimation (AAS ). Additionally, in all the spectra of Fig. 2 it is possible to observe
the existence of a main reentry, with an atrial frequency
of 5.66Hz, clearly showing the maintenance of the fundamental regularity associated to that reentry.
To condense comfortably all the information computed
for the patients’ database, Fig. 4 plots a normalized
bar diagram illustrating the spectral cross-correlation results (RPSS PEE ) and mean spectral coherence (S̄PSS PEE )
between epicardial and surface recordings. The average value of the spectral cross-correlation has been
85.34±11.08% (range 60.57–97.31%) and for the spectral
coherence 70.10±9.46% (range 54.92–83.95%). As can
be observed in both indexes, results indicate a great similarity between epicardial and ICA-surface information.

5.

Conclusions

The present study has assessed that atrial activity estimation, using body surface recordings and ICA techniques, is a valid and useful tool to obtain information very
close to that provided by epicardial recordings, thus allowing to study atrial activation patterns in AF patients. In
addition, the great advantage of ICA to estimate AA is the
consideration of multi-lead information and its unification
to provide a single AA waveform. This information can
be cardiologically relevant in pharmacologic and surgical
treatment of AF. Considering the satisfactory results obtained, these techniques could become a useful and valuable tool for atrial activation pattern analysis and reentry
study in patients with AF where epicardial recordings are
unavailable or where their obtention needs an expensive
and uncomfortable procedure.
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